BRANCHING OUT

Hosting clients at
INSIDE INTERMAC;
footholds
in new sectors
With a showroom always open to host clients wanting to visit the company
and its products, Intermac, this year, decided to invite about 1,000 of its clients
to see the most recent developments regarding machinery and new market
sectors over a period of three days. Glass-Technology International was invited
to one of these ‘Open Days’ to speak to Rodolfo Scatigna, General Manager of
the Glass & Stone Division, and Carlo Strappa, Marketing Department,
Glass Division, and to see exactly which directions the company is taking.
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ith its completely
renovated showroom receiving
visitors from all over the
world to see live demos on
the machines, Intermac is
passing a very strong and
healthy message to the
market.
End of March was the date
for a big 3-days inaugural
event that saw the participation of approximately
1.000 clients coming to
visit the renewed company headquarters and get
a idea on the most recent
technical
developments
from Intermac.
Glass-Technology International was invited to one of
these 3 days and had the
chance to talk with General
Manager Rodolfo Scatigna
and Carlo Strappa, from the
Marketing Department, to
see exactly which directions
the company is taking.

Scatigna:
Intermac is a well-known
name in the glass and stone
businesses and our strength
lies in our products, which
made us leaders in our
ﬁelds. But this fact doesn’t
mean that we can sit back
and live off this. It’s always
a top priority to keep our
customers up to date about
what’s new in the company. You cannot limit the
contacts with customers to
commercial transactions.
This would be short sighted
and crippling in the long
run. So our aim with this
type of events is to inform,
stimulate and re-liven
our strong relationships
with clients.

INSIDE INTERMAC
2015
Scatigna:
For this three-day event we
have invited about 1,000 people, but there may be even
more… In fact, some Italian
customers simply decided to
drop by and came at the very
last minute.
GT-I:
Why? And we may get an
obvious answer here …
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This is also important for
us to gather information on
market needs and demands.
Fairs and shows are not
sufﬁcient to absolve to the
kind of interaction that we
want to entertain with our
customers. Even if this year
we can expect a “special”
edition of Vitrum, due to
the Expo 2015 in Milan, so
probably more visitors than
usual may be around. There
are many other shows that
we take part to in all the
main markets, but having
the possibility to bring the
customers in our home is
invaluable to us.
GT-I:
So this is like a networking event, inviting here your
clie
clients or those who are intere
terested in one of your machin
chines, and they give you
the information and request
you need to be able to develo
velop (new) machines for
them
them…
Sca
Scatigna:
We know well that when a
clie
client in the glass or stone
sect
sector wants to buy a machin
chine it is often because he
wan
wants to increase his produc
ductivity. But we don’t want
to wait
w until that moment,
we want to show our clients
how they can improve and
incr
increase production before
they decide to do it – also

with new machinery that
can stimulate purchases.
An example of this is our
consolidated presence in
the stone sector in France.
In fact, during these special days, we actually have
a technician coming from
our subsidiary in France to
operate one machine, and
also presenting it to visitors and showing them its
potential. This is probably
one of the best examples of
what can be done when you
are part of an International
group.
Strappa:
And here we see the true
collaboration that we have
with our clients – which
are top range. This, however, does not only mean
‘top’ because of what and
how much they spend with
Intermac, but, on the other
hand, means top of their
sector and in what they do.
We identiﬁed a series of
companies in our clients
database who are reference
points for other glassmakers and we have given these
customers the possibility of
showing their products in
our showroom and in our
booths at fairs and be our
testimonials in the press or
in internet media.
In our opinion, it is a lot
more interesting if one of our
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clients shows directly what
he does with the machinery
he purchased from us.
This is much better than us
saying how good our machines are.
GT-I:
These three days, in our
opinion, are not just to
demonstrate what your
(new) machines can do. We
are convinced that there is
more… Development of new
machinery not only following the trade fairs calendar,
but also your own company
calendar too. This means
developing a new machine,
getting your clients to come
and see the machine in real
working conditions.
Which gives more results
(as far as ﬁnances are concerned) – trade fairs or
events like INSIDE INTERMAC?
Scatigna:
Of course, after all the
networking and all the exchange of information is
done, in the evening I will
go to my sales team and
ask: “how many machines
have we sold?” It’s not so
easy, there’s a lot of pressure to match every week’s
production rate. We are a
big company and we put
a lot of attention on our
numbers. We need to be
like this if we want to sus-
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tain our growth as we did
in these past years
Getting back to your question on what is more ﬁnancially valid between shows
and in-house events: probably there’s not an ﬁnal
answer. There are many
different formulas that we
have experimented over
the years when it comes
to event marketing. Some
things worked better, some
worse. You cannot simply
ﬁnd something that goes
well once and stick to that
formula from then on. We
wish it’s so easy.
Maybe an event like
Glasstec offers opportunities that you do not even
expect in the ﬁrst place, but
even there, with the huge
stand that we create and
the enormous costs that we
sustain we are never sure
that we are doing 100% of
what could be done.
Strappa:
The big difference is that
when we invite clients to
come here to visit us and
see the machines, they get
the real idea of who we
are and what we can do –
something that we cannot
do at a trade fair, where
the maximum you can do is
make a bigger booth, bring
more machines and present
a quality image.
On the other hand, when
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customers visit our headquarters in Pesaro, we
are really able to impress
them with our organization. We take them to visit
our 100.000 sqm factory,
which is extremely well
organized. Then we take
them to one of the two restaurants that we have inside
our company (these are
actual restaurants reserved
for our customers, not the
canteen for the employees).
This is when they really understand we are one of a
kind company. I don’t see
many among our competitors having this power and
strength and this is what we
want to stress to our customers when we take them
to visit us.
Scatigna:
For this event we are speaking about 400-450 guests
a day. We are part of a
very big group, with about
2,700 employees globally.
Here in Pesaro, there are
1,800 people working for
the company. The wood
sector is slightly larger than
for glass and stone, so why
not take advantage of this?
We are already doing this
for any aspects of
industrialization – trying
to maintain the cost/quality ratio of products at an
optimum level. We have
a mechanical machining

company thatt prepares the
frames for our machines,
duce ourselves the
we produce
o-spindles and most
electro-spindles
phisticated
electronic
sophisticated
components. This is an invaluable advantage for Intermac customers – working
with a company that is part
off solid group, with a highly
siﬁed product range.
diversiﬁed
This is not a company that
lives off the idea of a brilliant
entrepreneur, we are a speeople joincialized team of people
kills to
ing their forces and skills
reach a common goal.
As far as service and maintenance are concerned, the
fact of being part of this
important group gives us
all the strength we need to
show our clients that these
two aspects are fundamental if they want their machines to keep running in
the best way possible.

BRANCHING OUT
INTO OTHER SECTORS
Scatigna:
We are now starting to enter
the metal market too with
our Waterjet cutting systems
as these machines can literally cut any type of material. Of course, we launched
these solutions in the glass
and stone markets where we
have been present for over
20 years. But we soon realized that there is room for us
in many other sectors.

Strappa:
To be more speciﬁc, we are
approaching the metal machining market, where there
is a need for this type of technology, in the most sophisticated applications: aerospace, naval, automotive, etc.

CONCLUSIONS
Scatigna:
So we are now working to
inform people that Inter-

mac is part of Biesse Group
– which is not to everyone’s
knowledge – and when
they realize who we are and
what we are part of it gives
more weight to our product
and services offer.
This is something that I’m
now really focusing on and
we must concentrate on
the services and machinery that being part of this
group can offer.

We are here now, we’ll be
here in ten years, and we’ll
also be here in 50 years because of our history, our
dimensions and our organization.
This means that companies
who buy machines from us
and become our partners
can count on stability and
reliability for a very long
time in the future.
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